
STRANGESTATIC01 PRESS RELEASE - CASSETTE STORE DAY 2014 – SURF NAZIS 
MUST DIE ‘ORIGINAL 1987 MOTION PICTURE SOUNDTRACK BY JOHN MCCALLUM’ 
 

One Way Static Records in collaboration with Strange Disc Recordings 
presents 'SURF NAZIS MUST DIE' (Original 1987 Motion Picture Soundtrack by 
John McCallum) on cassette tape exclusively for international Cassette Store Day 
2014. 
 
The title alone was enough for schlock fans to go rifling through VHS bins in search 
of a rare ex-rental copy of this 1987 TROMA gem, and understandably it’s gone 
down in history as one of the b-movie world’s oddest movies. The film really does 
exactly what you’d hope – set in a post-apocalyptic future, neo-nazi surfer punks are 
running riot, and of course, a gun-toting grandma seeks to wipe them out after they 
kill her beloved grandson. Seriously. 
 
Even if you’re not into this kind of thing (but we don’t believe that for a second), Jon 
McCallum’s synth-laced score is a thing of beauty. We are very proud to bring you 
the fantastic synth driven score to "Surf Nazi's Must Die" by Jon McCallum. This 
unreleased classic soundtrack has been bootlegged for years, and we are happy to 
give it a proper release. Packaged as a deluxe cassette tape with front artwork by 
McCallum himself with additional art direction by Adam Maida. 
 

Never released on cassette before, limited to 400 copies worldwide. Exclusively 

available in participating stores on September 27th (Cassette Store Day). 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Side A:  
 
-Once You've Caught The Wave  
-Opening Titles  
-Youth Of Tomorrow  
-After The Quake  
-Across The River  
-Visit To The Morgue  
-In The Church  
-Pushed Too Far 
 
Side B:  
 
-Nobody Goes Home - Album Version   
-Mama Sends Her Love  
-Before The Fight  
-Chase Through The Boatyard  
-The Last Wave  
-Fangoria Weekend 1986 Promo 



 
 
 
 

 First time on cassette tape 
 

 Exclusive Cassette Store Day 2014 release 
 

 Strictly limited to 400 copies worldwide 

 
 

 

 

 

 
AVAILABLE IN PARTICIPATING STORES WORLDWIDE ON SEPTEMBER 27th 

(CASSETTE STORE DAY) 

 
 

 
 

Distributed by Light In The Attic Records  
www.lightintheattic.net 
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